Columbia Drive

Proposed Striping revision
Speed

• Columbia drive has a posted speed limit of 25 mph

• 2010 speed study
  Taken West of Vista Park Dr.
  • Average speed – 30 mph
  • 85% - 33 mph
  • 2,200 Vehicle per day

• 2016 speed study
  Taken West of Vista Park Dr.
  • Average Speed – 30
  • 85% - 34
  • 2,600 vehicles per day

• 2016 speed study
  Taken West of Northwood's Dr.
  • Average Speed – 29
  • 85% - 33.5
  • 1,050 vehicles per day

(85% indicates that 85% of drivers are driving this speed or slower)
Average Daily Traffic Counts: Columbia dr.
Collisions on Columbia Dr. last 5 years
Proposed Columbia Drive Striping layout
West of Vista Park dr. to Valley Springs

Two 10’ lanes

5’ bike lanes

7’ parking
Proposed Columbia Drive Striping layout

2 lane to 3 lane transition. 3 lanes from Vista Park dr. to Argonne

Three 11’ lanes

5’ bike lanes
Example – Columbia Dr. at Northwood; narrowing and path

- Drive lanes are shifted to the north side of the road.
- This creates room for a path in an area that has no sidewalk.
- Separation areas shown could be landscaped, or created by paint.